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Efforts to boost maize productivity can be undertaken through systematic management of heterosis.
Combining ability test is a critical step towards identifying a heterotic group of new parental lines.
Different heterotic grouping methods has been used by different researchers. Among these, SCA and
hybrid mean, hybrid index, combined use of amplified fragment length polymorphism (AFLP), SSR
markers and heterotic group’s specific and general combining ability (HSGCA) are the major grouping
methods. This study aimed to (i) assign maize inbred lines into heterotic groups and (ii) compare
efficiency of different grouping methods. An experiment with 21 maize inbred lines crossed to two
testers with known heterotic groups was conducted in 2017. The hybrid and parent experiments were
tested together and laid out side by side. This study identified good heterotic grouping procedure. The
breeding efficiency of HSGCA was higher by 31.6, 11.0 and 9.6% over joint SCA and hybrid mean, SCA
and hybrid index methods, respectively. While the hybrid index method was more efficient than joint
SCA and hybrid mean and SCA by 20.1 and 1.3% respectively, the SCA grouping method was more
efficient than joint SCA and hybrid mean method by 18.5%. The highest (37%) and lowest (28.1%)
breeding efficiency value were scored by HSGCA and hybrid index heterotic grouping method,
respectively. Based on the result, HSGCA grouping method was more efficient. The variable heterotic
grouping of the 21 newly developed QPM lines in this study indicated that different heterotic grouping
methods have different efficiency in grouping the germplasms.
Key words: General combing ability, heterotic-group, inter-group, specific combing ability, within-group, Zea
mays.

INTRODUCTION
Maize (Zea mays L.) is one of the five major cereals (also
including wheat, teff, barley and sorghum) in terms of

production volume, area coverage and household
consumption (Tsedeke et al., 2015; CSA and WB, 2015).
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It accounts for 27% of Ethiopia’s total cereal production
and is critical for food security for smallholder
subsistence farmers. Roughly nine million smallholders
account for 95% of the national maize production
(Tsedeke et al., 2015; CSA, 2012). Over the last two
decades, the maize sector in Ethiopia has experienced
an unprecedented transformation. Maize yields have
doubled from around 1.6 t/ha in 1990 to more than 3.7
t/ha in recent years, the highest level in sub-Saharan
Africa after South Africa (FAOSTAT, 2019). Important
causes for the increased productivity include increased
availability and use of modern inputs (e.g., modern
varieties and fertilizer), better extension services and
increasing demand (Tsedeke et al., 2015). Despite the
recent progress in productivity, yield levels in Ethiopia are
still very low relative to what they could be. According to
the Global Yield Gap Atlas (GYGA, 2019), the waterlimited yield potential of maize in Ethiopia is on average
12.5 t/ha, implying that farmers realize only around 30%
of that potential.
Hybrid maize is one of the prosperous technology that
farmers adopted in Ethiopia due to its promising yield.
Therefore, continuous yield increase should be
guaranteed through exploitation of heterosis and hybrid
vigor to meet future needs of the country. The
classification of inbreeds into heterotic groups is a
precondition to facilitate the exploitation of heterosis in
maize (Bidhendi et al., 2012). Melchinger and Gumber
(1998) defined a heterotic group “as a group of related or
unrelated genotypes from the same or different
populations, which display similar combining ability (CA)
and heterotic response when crossed with genotypes
from other genetically distinct germplasm groups. By
comparison, the term heterotic pattern refers to a specific
pair of two heterotic groups, which express high heterosis
and consequently high hybrid performance in their cross.
The concept of heterotic groups and patterns is
fundamental to hybrid breeding theory and practice (Reif
et al., 2005). Grouping germplasm into divergent
heterotic groups is advantageous due to (i) a higher
mean heterosis and hybrid performance and (ii) a
reduced specific combining ability (SCA) variance and a
lower ratio of SCA to general combining ability (GCA)
variance (Reif et al., 2005). Heterotic groups and patterns
among inbred lines helps to identify the best hybrid
combinations using information obtained from field
crosses, mainly using diallel or topcrosses to testers (Han
et al., 1991; Terron et al., 1997), pedigree information,
morphological traits, and molecular markers (Smith and
Smith, 1992). The magnitude of the combining ability
effect plays a crucial role in heterotic grouping, since it
indicates the types of gene action as a preliminary
indicator of heterotic expression (Singode et al., 2017).
Maximum heterosis can be exploited if the breeding
program uses inbred lines having significant positive
GCA effect for grain yield and classified in opposing
heterotic group (Annor et al., 2020). Phenotypic
descriptors and molecular markers have been widely

used in crop diversity studies to measure genetic
distances (Darvishzadeh, 2012). Molecular markers are a
powerful tool to delimit heterotic groups and to assign
inbred lines into existing heterotic groups (Abebe et al.,
2004).
One of the major purposes of maize hybrid breeding is
to develop hybrids with high grain yield (Fan et al., 2009).
To develop a high yielding maize hybrid, a breeder
usually makes hundreds of crosses among selected
inbred lines. The better chance of obtaining superior
hybrids can be achieved when the breeder decides to
make crosses between lines from different maize
heterotic groups. However, because of unlimited genetic
combinations between any two inbred lines, no heterotic
group classification method can be perfect. Thus, a good
heterotic group classification method can be defined as
one whose classified heterotic groups allow interheterotic group crosses to produce more superior hybrids
than the within-group crosses (Fan et al., 2009). Heterotic
patterns have a strong impact in crop improvement
because they predetermine to a large extent the type of
germplasm used in a hybrid breeding program over a
long period of time (Melchinger and Gumber, 1998). The
objectives of the study were to classify the tropical inbred
lines into heterotic groups and to compare the efficiency
of heterotic grouping methods.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Study sites
The study was conducted at three locations in the highland
agroecology of Ethiopia including; Ambo, Arsi-Negele (transition
highland) and Kulumsa Agriculture Research Centers in the 2017
main cropping season (May to December).

Experimental materials
Twenty-one highland QPM inbred lines, named hereafter as lines
(L1 to L21) and two elite QPM inbred lines (CML159 and CML144),
named hereafter as testers (T1 and T2, respectively), constituted
the basic genetic materials of this experiment (Table 1). From the
21 inbred lines and the two testers, 42 F1 hybrids were generated
at Ambo Highland Maize Breeding Program (AHMBP).
Two separate but interrelated experiments were laid side by side
during the main cropping season (May to December) of 2017 GC
as described below. In the 1st experiment, the 42 F1 hybrids along
with three standard checks: one QPM (AMH852Q) and two CM
(Jibat and AMH853), designated as hybrid check, were tested. In
the 2nd experiment, the 21 inbred lines (L1 to L21), the two testers
(T1 and T2) and one elite CM highland inbred line (FS67),
designated inbred parent check, were tested at two locations
(Ambo and Arsi-Negele Agricultural Research Centers) presented
in Table 2.
Heterotic group’s specific and general combining ability
effects and their use in classifying maize lines into known
heterotic groups
The calculated HSGCA effects for grain yield of the 21 maize inbred
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Table 1. Latitude, longitude, altitude (masl), long-term annual rainfall (mm), maximum temperature (MaxT) (oC), minimum temperature (MinT)
(oC), soil type and soil pH of the study sites.

Site
Ambo
Arsi-Negele
Kulumsa

Latitude
8˚ 57ˈ N
7˚19ˈ N
8˚ 02' N

Longitude
38˚ 7ˈ E
38˚ 39ˈ E
39˚ 10' E

Altitude
2225
1960
2200

Annual rainfall
1115
886
830

Max T
25.5
26.0
23.2

Min T
11.7
9.1
10.0

Soil type
Heavy clay (Vertisol)
Clay loam
Luvisol/Eutric nitosols

pH
7.8
6.5-7.5
6.0

Table 2. List of parental inbred lines used to generate the single cross hybrids using line by tester mating design and standard check s
use.

Code
L1
L2
L3
L4
L5
L6
L7
L8
L9
L10
L11
L12
L13
L14
L15
L16
L17
L18
L19
L20
L21
T1
T2

Pedigree
[CML144/[CML144/CML395] F2-8sx]-1-2-3-2-B*5-1-B-B-B-#
[CML144/[CML144/CML395] F2-8sx]-1-2-3-2-B*5-2-6-B-B-#
(CLQRCWQ50/CML312SR)-2-2-1-BB-1-B-B-B-#
[CML144/[CML144/CML395] F2-8sx]-1-2-3-2-B*5-1-B-B-B-#
([NAW5867/P49SR(S2#)//NAW5867] F#-48-2-2-B*/CML511) F2)-B-B-39-1-B-#
(CML197/(CML197/[(CLQRCWQ50/CML312SR)-2-2-1-BB/CML197]-BB) F2)-B-B-9-1-B-#
(CML197/(CML197/[(CLQRCWQ50/CML312SR)-2-2-1-BB/CML197]-BB) F2)-B-B-35-2-B-#
(CML197/(CML197/[(CLQRCWQ50/CML312SR)-2-2-1-BB/CML197]-BB) F2)-B-B-44-2-B-#
(CML197/(CML197/(CLQRCWQ50/CML312SR)-2-2-1-BBB) F2)-B-B-18-2-B-#
(CML197/(CML197/(CLQRCWQ50/CML312SR)-2-2-1-BBB) F2)-B-B-30-1-B-#
(CML197/(CML197/(CLQRCWQ50/CML312SR)-2-2-1-BBB) F2)-B-B-35-2-B-#
(CML395/(CML395/[NAW5867/P49SR(S2#)//NAW5867] F#-48-2-2-B*4) F2)-B-B-30-1-B-#
[CML144/[CML144/CML395] F2-8sx]-1-2-3-2-B*5-2-6-B-B-#
(CML395/(CML395/[CML144/[CML144/CML395] F2-8sx]-1-2-3-2-B*5) F2)-B-B-46-1-B-#
(CML395/(CML395/[CML144/[CML144/CML395] F2-8sx]-1-2-3-2-B*5) F2)-B-B-50-1-B-#
(CML395/(CML395/S99TLWQ-B-8-1-B*4-1-B) F2)-B-B-10-3-B-#
(CML395/(CML395/S99TLWQ-B-8-1-B*4-1-B) F2)-B-B-14-1-B-#
(CML395/(CML395/S99TLWQ-B-8-1-B*4-1-B) F2)-B-B-29-1-B-#
(CML395/(CML395/CML511) F2)-B-B-7-2-B-#
(CML395/(CML395/CML511) F2)-B-B-11-2-B-#
(CML395/(CML395/CML511) F2)-B-B-37-1-B-#
CML144
CML159

lines and the two testers (CML144 and CML159) are shown in
Figure 1. The following procedure was followed for classifying 21
maize lines into the known maize heterotic groups using the
HSGCA method according to Fan et al. (2009).
Step 1: We placed all inbred lines with negative HSGCA effects into
the same heterotic groups as their tester. The inbred lines were
classified into the two known heterotic groups (Table 3). At this
step, a line might be assigned to more than one heterotic group.
Step 2: If an inbred line was assigned to more than one heterotic
group in Step 1, we kept the line in the heterotic group if its HSGCA
had the smallest value (or largest negative value) and removed it
from other heterotic groups.
Step 3: If a line had a positive HSGCA effect with all representative
testers, we were cautious to assign that line to any heterotic group
because the line might belong to a heterotic group different from the
two testers.

Description type
Line
Line
Line
Line
Line
Line
Line
Line
Line
Line
Line
Line
Line
Line
Line
Line
Line
Line
Line
Line
Line
Tester
Tester

Tryptophan (%)
0.056
0.062
0.077
0.077
0.066
0.063
0.063
0.069
0.086
0.080
0.109
0.076
0.060
0.063
0.062
0.061
0.073
0.060
0.060
0.066
0.061

Data analysis
The data obtained from field measurements was organized and
analyzed using SAS statistical package (SAS, 2002). Analysis was
conducted using the model of RCBD after confirming the nonsignificance of block effect, which implied there was uniformity
among blocks. Accordingly, to test for the presence of variation
among crosses and inbred lines for the trait in question; variance
and CA analysis was carried out for individual locations and across
locations. The details of data analysis are subsequently presented.

Analysis of variance
Individual and across locations data were subjected to analysis of
variance using PROC GLM procedure in SAS software version 9.0
(SAS, 2002). In the analysis, treatments were used as a fixed
factor, while replications and locations were considered as random
factors. This was specified using RANDOM statement in the PROC
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Figure 1. HSGCA value of lines with tester 1 (CML144) (heterotic group “B”) and tester-2 (CML159) (heterotic
group “A”) for 21 maize lines.

Table 3. Mean square of 42 test crosses and three standard checks for grain yield, days to tasseling (DT) and
days to silking (DS) at three locations (Ambo, Arsi-Negele and Kulumsa) in the 2017 cropping season.

Source of Variation
Rep (Location)
Location
Genotype
Cross
Line (Lgca)
Tester (Tgca)
Line x Tester (LxTsca)
Check
Cross vs Check
Genotype x Location
Cross x Location
Lgca x Location
Tgca x Location
LxTsca x Location
Check x Location
Pooled error crosses
Pooled error genotypes
Pooled error checks
GCA/SCA ratio

DF
3
2
44
41
20
1
20
2
1
88
82
40
2
40
4
123
132
6

GY
7.96***
329.73**
9.34***
9.67***
13.59*
6.00
5.94***
0.38
13.59***
2.05***
1.81***
1.95***
2.76*
1.63**
4.85*
0.87
0.93
0.67
2.34

DT
16.2*
2278.1**
87.9***
68.5***
62.6*
1102.1***
22.7***
5.1
1050.8***
6.0*
5.0
4.0
9.7
5.8
13.1
4.3
4.2
4.4
5.2

DS
17.9*
1159.4**
71.5***
50.8***
50.7*
644.5***
21.2***
11.6
1038.2***
6.8
5.8
5.0
25.9**
5.6
12.8
5.1
5.1
3.6
3.9

*, **, *** = significant at alpha 0.05,0.01 and 0.001 level respectively, DF=Degree of freedom, GCA= General combining
ability, SCA= specific combining ability.
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GLM model. Combined analysis was done for traits that showed
significant difference at each location analysis after testing
homogeneity of error variances. In combined analysis, the variation
among genotypes, crosses and checks effects were tested against
their respective interaction effect with location. Interaction effect of
each source of variation by location was tested as per the expected
mean square (MS) of error estimate.

Combining ability analysis
The LxT analysis was done for traits that showed statistically
significant differences for L, T and LxT in each environment and
across environment using the adjusted means based on the
method described by Kempthorne (1957). GCA and SCA effects for
grain yield and other traits were calculated using a LxT model.
The F-test of MS due to lines and testers was tested against LxT
interaction but crosses were compared against MS due to error for
individual locations (Singh and Chaudhry, 1985). In case of across
locations analysis, the F-test for the main effects such as crosses,
lines, testers and LxT interaction MS were tested against their
respective interaction with the location. The MS attributable to all
the interactions with the locations were tested against pooled error
MS. The effect of location was tested by replication within
environment as an error term. Significances of GCA and SCA
effects of the lines and crosses were determined by t-test using
standard errors of GCA and SCA effects. The main effects due to
LxT were considered as GCA effects while, LxT interaction effects
were represented as the SCA. The estimate of GCA effect
considered for traits showed significant MS by both line GCA and
tester GCA or only by line GCA. Similarly, SCA effect presented the
traits which had significant SCA MS.
I = (MH-MT)/MT
where, I= hybrid index, MH= mean value of each hybrid, MT=mean
value of each tester. Lines with hybrid index values less than 1.05
are classified under the same group.
Heterotic group’s specific and general combining ability
computation
SCA = Cross mean (Xij) – Line mean (X.j) – Tester mean (Xi.) +
Overall mean (X..)
GCA = Line mean (X.j) – Overall mean (X..).
HSGCA = Cross mean X ij – Tester mean (Xi.) = GCA + SCA.
where X ij is the mean yield of the cross between i th tester and jth
line, Xj. is the mean yield of the ith tester and X.j is the mean yield
of jth line.
The best classification method was identified based on the breeding
efficiency proposed by Fan et al. (2009) and modified by BaduApraku et al. (2016). The equation for estimating the breeding
efficiency is as shown below according to Annor et al. (2020):

Where, HYinterHG = number of high yielding inter-heterotic group
hybrids, TNinterHG = total number of inter-heterotic group hybrids,
LYwithinHG = number of low yielding within-heterotic group hybrids,
TNwithinHG = total number of within heterotic group hybrids.
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To compare the breeding efficiency, first all hybrids were divided
into three groups on the basis of their grain yields according to Fan
et al. (2009).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Analysis of variance for grain yield combined across
three locations showed that mean square due to
locations, crosses, and crosses × locations were
significant at P = 0.001 (Table 3). SCA, SCA × location
and GCA x location were also significant at the 0.01 level
and GCA at the 0.05 level. The significant difference for
cross by location interaction suggested that the crosses
behaved differently at the three locations, presupposing
selection of specific hybrids that performed best in each
of the three locations. Regarding phenological traits,
mean square due to genotype and crosses were highly
significant (p < 0.01) for days to tasseling (DT) and days
to silking (DS). All the mean squares of the partition of
cross or both GCA and SCA had significant differences
for DT and DS. The relative importance of GCA to SCA
ratio was greater than one for all the three traits (Table
3). The higher value of GCA to SCA ratio, which is a
greater unit for GY, DT and DS, indicated that additive
type of a gene action gave a higher contribution to
genetic variation than non-additive type of the gene
action (Table 3). Similarly, Berhanu (2009), and Arifin et
al. (2018) reported significant variation among genotypes,
GCA, SCA and the higher contribution of additive gene
action for the genetic variation for grain yield. In contrast,
Abiy (2017) reported no significant variation among
genotypes for GCA and SCA but this other reported the
higher proportion of GCA over for the research conducted
at Ambo.
Heterotic grouping of inbred lines
Heterotic grouping designates broad classes in maize
with diverse genetic base that are complimentary and
result in expression of heterosis after crossing
(Melchinger and Gumber, 1998). A hybrid breeding
program needs to organize its germplasm into heterotic
groups (Hallauer et al., 1998; Reif et al., 2007) to ease its
operation and increase genetic gain. In heterotic
grouping, if lines expressed negative SCA effect when
crossed to a certain tester, this implies that both the line
and the tester belong to the same heterotic group, while
the reverse is true when the SCA effect is positive (Vasal
et al., 1992).
In this study, 21 newly generated QPM lines (with
unknown heterotic group) were crossed to two testers of
known heterotic group: tester 1 (CML144, HGB) and
tester 2 (CML159, HGA). To group the 21 lines, four
methods were followed: SCA, SCA and hybrid mean
jointly and hybrid index. The heterotic grouping of 21
inbred lines using different methods is presented in Table
4.
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a) Using SCA: 11 of the 21 inbred line, viz. L1, L3, L4, L6,
L8, L9, L10, L11, L13, L15 and L21 that showed positive
SCA effect when crossed with CML159 (HGA) and
negative SCA effect with CML144 (HGB) were classified
as group “HGB” (Table 4). The other 10 inbred lines viz.
L2, L5, L7, L12, L14, L16, L17, L18, L19 and L20 that
showed positive SCA effect when crossed with CML144
(HGB) and exhibited negative SCA effect when crossed
with CML159 (HGB) were classified under “HGA” (Table
4).
b) Based on SCA and hybrid mean jointly, nine lines were
grouped under “HGA”, eight lines under group “HGB” and
the other four lines (L1, L2, L4 and L13) grouped as
unknown.
c) Using hybrid index method, 19 lines were grouped
under “HGB” and one line (L2) was grouped under both
heterotic groups (“HGA” and “HGB”). The hybrid index
method, fail to indicate the HG of L8 because its hybrid
index value was higher than 1.05%. But it was grouped
under “HGB” using its SCA and hybrid mean.
Considering the intersection of the four different
methods (SCA, SCA and hybrid mean jointly, hybrid
index and HSGCA), three lines (L3, L10 and L11) were
grouped under “HGB”. Considering four methods
intersections, no lines were grouped under “HGA”. Under
three methods intersections (SCA, SCA and hybrid mean
jointly, and hybrid index), four lines (L6, L9, L15 and L21)
were grouped under “HGB”. Taking the intersection of
three grouping methods: SCA, joint SCA and hybrid
mean and HSGCA methods, L12, L14, L16, L18, L19 and
L20 fall under “HGA”. L1, L4, L13 fall under “HGB” using
SCA and hybrid index. L8 was grouped under “HGB”
using SCA and joint SCA and hybrid mean methods and
unknown under hybrid index and HSGCA methods.
Considering two methods SCA and SCA and hybrid
mean, three lines (L5, L7 and L17) fall under “HGA”. L2
was grouped under “HGAB) based on hybrid index and
HSGCA grouping methods. Using HSGCA grouping
method, six lines (L12, L14, L16, L18, L19 and L20) were
grouped under “HGA”, three lines (L3, L10 and L11)
under HGB, four lines (l1, L2, L4 and L13) under “HGAB”
and for eight lines (L5, L6, L7, L8, L9, L15, L17 and L21)
the group was unknown. The three lines (L3, L10 and
L11), which are grouped under “HGB” by HSGCA, also
fall under the same heterotic group “HGB” across the four
heterotic grouping methods, consistently. This can be
settled by applying molecular marker based heterotic
grouping. Previous studies by Legesse et al. (2009) using
population, Gudeta et al. (2015) and Abiy (2017) using
inbred line testers, separated inbred lines into different
heterotic groups based on grain yield SCA values only.
However, this study used different methods to reduce the
chance of misclassification of lines into heterotic groups.
The failure of the three heterotic grouping methods
except SCA methods to classify some inbred lines into
the heterotic groups of the two testers, suggested that
those inbred lines belonged to heterotic groups other

than those of the two testers.

Comparison of heterotic grouping methods for
combined analysis
Methodically, the heterotic grouping following SCA vs
SCA and hybrid mean matches very well. These two
methods deviated only in grouping four of the lines. The
four heterotic grouping methods were matched only three
times for 21 lines. However, divergence of grouping
following the hybrid index-based method diverted much
from the grouping done following SCA, joint SCA and
hybrid mean and HSGCA methods. Hybrid index-based
grouping matched with SCA based method only in ten of
the 21 times, implying that the classification following
these two methods agrees only by about 48%. The
disagreement between the hybrid index-based and the
joint SCA and hybrid mean method was wider; only in
seven of the 21 times (33%) their grouping matched each
other. The hybrid index method also showed the widest
disagreement with HSGCA only in 3 of 21 times (14%) for
their grouping with each other. The hybrid index-based
method matched with the other two methods only in
identifying lines grouped under HGB. The hybrid indexbased method nearly grouped 19 of the new QPM lines
under HGB. The four heterotic grouping methods were
matched only with the grouping of three of the lines from
21 lines. The three grouping methods (SCA, joint SCA
and hybrid mean and HSGCA) were matched in grouping
nine of 21 lines (43%); whereas, the other three methods
in combination (SCA, joint SCA and hybrid mean and
hybrid index) were matched in 6 of 21 lines (27%). The
four lines of which their grouping was unknown by the
SCA and hybrid index methods was shifted to HGAB by
the HSGCA method. In the reverse, the seven lines
which were assigned into their heterotic grouping even if
their grouping was varied across each method (SCA,
SCA and hybrid method, hybrid index) were not grouped
under any heterotic grouping by the HSGCA method.
This implies that using a single method might not be
enough to group the maize lines clearly into their
heterotic groups. Generally, based on the heterotic
grouping result, HSGCA method appears to be the more
stringent than the other methods, and is followed by the
hybrid index method. This implied that the task of
heterotic grouping of materials should be supported by
other supported methods like molecular methods to get a
clear classification of the germplasms.

Comparison of heterotic grouping methods across
sites using the breeding efficiency
Under four heterotic grouping methods, the number of
crosses considered for grain yield comparison was
varied. The crosses which were from lines heterotically
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Table 4. Grouping of 21 QPM lines using different grouping methods.

Line
code
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
Mean

GCA
-1.51
-1.86
-0.48
-1.59
0.66
0.76
1.35
2.43*
0.58
0.19
-0.34
0.11
-1.89
-0.04
0.27
-0.28
0.27
0.59
0.74
-0.28
0.31

Tester 1 (CML144)
(Group "B") Ecuador

Tester 2 (CML159)
(Group "A") Kitale

Grain Yield

SCA

Grain Yield

SCA

CML144

CML159

3.90
6.24
5.61
4.18
7.79
7.21
9.13
9.09
7.31
6.58
5.85
7.09
3.79
6.88
7.03
6.93
7.28
8.13
8.30
7.10
7.01
6.78

-1.37
1.32
-0.69
-1.01
0.35
-0.34
1.00
-0.13
-0.06
-0.39
-0.59
0.19
-1.10
0.14
-0.02
0.42
0.23
0.75
0.78
0.59
-0.08

6.96
3.91
7.31
6.51
7.39
8.20
7.44
9.67
7.73
7.67
7.33
7.01
6.30
6.91
7.39
6.40
7.13
6.93
7.05
6.23
7.48
7.09

1.37
-1.32
0.69
1.01
-0.35
0.34
-1.00
0.13
0.06
0.39
0.59
-0.19
1.10
-0.14
0.02
-0.42
-0.23
-0.75
-0.78
-0.59
0.08

-2.88
-0.54
-1.17
-2.6
1.01
0.43
2.35
2.31
0.53
-0.20
-0.93
0.31
-2.99
0.10
0.25
0.15
0.50
1.35
1.52
0.32
0.23

-0.13
-3.18
0.22
-0.58
0.30
1.11
0.35
2.58
0.64
0.58
0.24
-0.08
-0.79
-0.18
0.30
-0.69
0.04
-0.16
-0.04
-0.86
0.39

HSGCA (t/ha)

Hybrid Index
Tester 1 (CML144)
Location
Location
1
2
-0.41
-0.20
0.36
0.04
0.47
0.19
-0.22
-0.09
0.72
0.68
0.97
0.09
1.06
0.79
1.09
1.02
1.35
0.12
0.71
0.13
0.63
-0.26
0.76
0.29
-0.37
-0.09
0.48
0.36
1.01
-0.01
0.59
0.36
0.98
0.20
1.31
0.53
0.53
0.69
0.72
0.41
0.78
0.09

Mean
-0.31
0.20
0.33
-0.15
0.70
0.53
0.93
1.05
0.74
0.42
0.19
0.52
-0.23
0.42
0.50
0.48
0.59
0.92
0.61
0.56
0.44

Tester 2 (CML159)
Location Location
Mean
1
2
2.77
0.70
1.73
0.51
0.01
0.26
3.79
0.60
2.19
1.94
0.71
1.33
2.86
0.99
1.93
3.40
0.92
2.16
3.37
0.91
2.14
4.24
1.76
3.00
3.20
0.74
1.97
3.05
1.11
2.08
2.98
0.98
1.98
2.24
0.62
1.43
1.76
0.56
1.16
2.88
0.44
1.66
2.17
0.86
1.51
2.38
0.50
1.44
4.01
0.61
2.31
1.82
0.85
1.34
2.47
0.81
1.64
2.36
0.44
1.40
2.83
0.60
1.72

Grouping using different methods
SCA and hybrid Hybrid
SCA
Mean
Index
B
A
B
B
A
B
A
B
B
B
B
A
B
A
B
A
A
A
A
A
B

un
un
B
un
A
B
A
B
B
B
B
A
un
A
B
A
A
A
A
A
B

B
AB
B
B
B
B
B
un
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B

HSGCA
AB
AB
B
AB
un
un
un
un
un
B
B
A
AB
A
un
A
un
A
A
A
un

un = unknown, location1 = Ambo, location2 = Arsi-Negele.

undefined were not considered under each
heterotic grouping methods. Based on this, the
total of 42, 32, 38 and 18 crosses were divided
into three grain yield variation ranges under each
of the heterotic grouping methods, respectively.
Under each of the heterotic grouping methods,
five crosses for each SCA and joint SCA and
hybrid mean methods, one cross for hybrid index
and two crosses under HSGCA method had high

mean grain yield > 8 t/ha, which are assigned to
grain yield Group 1. Under lowest yielding (grain
yield Group 3) with mean grain yield < 6.9 t/ha,
12, 4, 24, and 5 crosseshad lowest grain yield for
each grouping method in respective order; and
the rest of 24, 22, 10 and 11 hybrids were
assigned to grain yield Group 2 (grain yield in
between 6.9 and 8.0 t/ha) (Table 5). Crosses were
later divided into inter-group and within-group

crosses based on the heterotic groups of the lines
used in a cross formation. Inter-group crosses are
the crosses formed using lines from two different
heterotic groups and the within-group crosses are
the crosses between lines within the same
heterotic group.
Based on the breeding efficiency definition, the
SCA method identified five, SCA and hybrid mean
gave five, hybrid index one and HSGCA two high
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Table 5. The number of hybrids with mean grain yield greater than 8 t/ha (15% greater than crosses mean (6.9 t/ha) (yield Group 1),
between 6.9 and 8.0 t/ha (yield Group 2), smaller than the mean of crosses 6.9 t/ha (yield Group 3) for the four different heterotic group
classification methods and breeding efficiency of each grouping methods, their comparison.

Yield group
1
1
2
2
3
3

Heterotic
grouping
methods

Cross type
Inter-group
within-group
Inter-group
within-group
Inter-group
within-group
No of crosses
No of lines classified into “A” or “B”
No of lines grouped into “A”
No of lines not grouped clearly into “A “or “B”
Breeding efficiency of grouping method (%)
HSGCA breeding efficiency over (%)
Hybrid Index breeding efficiency over (%)
SCA breeding efficiency over (%)

SCA
5
1
13
11
3
9
42
21
10
0
33.3
11.0
1.3
-

SCA and hybrid mean
5
1
11
11
0
4
32
17
9
4
28.1
31.6
20.1
18.5

Hybrid index
1
3
4
6
10
14
38
19
0
2
33.8
9.6
-

HSGCA
2
0
5
6
0
5
18
9
6
12
37.0
-

Lines with AB and un grouped once were not considered for the number of lines to be counted under the lines grouped into A and B, the crosses
formed using these lines were not taken into account in the determination of the number of crosses determination for within and inter grouped
success based on grain yield.

yielding hybrids from a total of 21, 16, 15, and 7 intergroup crosses under each grouping method. Under each
of the methods, the high top yielders among the hybrids
were: SCA 23.8, joint SCA and hybrid mean 31.3, hybrid
index 6.7% and HSGCA 28.6% (Table 5). The breeding
efficiency value of each method was 33.3, 28.1, 33.8 and
37.0% for SCA, joint SCA and hybrid mean, hybrid index
and HSGCA, respectively (Table 5). HSGCA was more
efficient than the other three heterotic grouping methods
(Table 5). Joint SCA and hybrid mean method was less
efficient than the HSGCA, Hybrid index and SCA
methods by 31.6, 20.1 and 18.5% in breeding efficiency,
respectively. The highest efficient method (HSGCA)
showed higher breeding efficiency by 31.6, 11.0 and
9.6% over joint SCA and hybrid mean, SCA and hybrid
index methods, respectively. This highest efficiency of
HSGCA heterotic grouping method compared with the
other methods indicated that the HSGCA method was
more effective in classifying the inbred lines into heterotic
groups. This result confirmed that the HSGCA method
was the most reliable for grouping the parental lines into
heterotic groups for the development of productive and
stable hybrids as well as synthetic varieties. Hence,
crossing inbred lines from opposite HSGCA heterotic
groups could result in more productive hybrids.
Furthermore, the inbred lines classified into the same
heterotic group by the HSGCA method could be
recombined to form heterotic populations that could be
improved through recurrent selection for extraction of
inbred lines and synthetics for use in breeding programs
in the tropics. The result of this study was in line with the
findings of Fan et al. (2009), Badu-Apraku et al. (2015),

Amegbor et al. (2017) and Annor et al. (2020) who
reported that the HSGCA was the most efficient for
classifying inbred lines under drought, low N and optimal
environments. The classification of the inbred lines into
four heterotic groups based on the most efficient method,
HSGCA indicated that there was a broad genetic diversity
among the set of inbred lines used in the present study.
In order to maximize heterosis during hybrid variety
development using these inbred lines, one parent should
come from the inbred lines belonging to heterotic group
“HGB” while the other parent should be from the inbred
lines belonging to heterotic group “HGA”. In the case of
the development of synthetic varieties, inbred lines
belonging to the same heterotic group should be used.
The overall percent grain yield of crosses from intergrouped parents exceeded the mean performance of
crosses from within-grouped parents by 22.4%. The
highest and lowest percent grain yield from inter-grouped
parents was 78.5 and -0.4, respectively. These highest
and lowest values were obtained through the advantage
of crossing L1xT2 over L1xT1 and L14xT1 over L14xT2,
respectively (Table 6). The theory of higher chance to
obtain higher grain yield from crosses formed from
parents under different heterotic groups may not always
be true because under this study, we found crosses
formed from parents of inter-grouped lines provided
inferior performance compared with crosses formed from
within-group parents. For example, L14xT1 from intergrouped parents had lower mean grain yield performance
(less by 0.4%) compared with the same line (L14)
crossed with T2 (crosses from within-group parents). This
line (L14) showed a negative GCA effect with the value of
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Table 6. Mean grain yield of crosses formed between inter-group, within-grouped parent materials and the percent grain yield
advantage of crosses formed from inter-group parents over crosses from within-grouped parent based on SCA classification
method.

Cross
L1xT1
L1xT2
L2xT1
L2xT2
L3xT1
L3xT2
L4xT1
L4xT2
L5xT1
L5xT2
L6xT1
L6xT2
L7xT1
L7xT2
L8xT1
L8xT2
L9xT1
L9xT2
L10xT1
L10xT2
L11xT1
L11xT2
L12xT1
L12xT2
L13xT1
L13xT2
L14xT1
L14xT2
L15xT1
L15xT2
L16xT1
L16xT2
L17xT1
L17xT2
L18xT1
L18xT2
L19xT1
L19xT2
L20xT1
L20xT2
L21xT1
L21xT2
Mean
Minimum
Maximum

Grain
Yield
3.90
6.96
6.24
3.91
5.61
7.31
4.18
6.51
7.79
7.39
7.21
8.20
9.13
7.44
9.09
9.67
7.31
7.73
6.58
7.67
5.85
7.33
7.09
7.01
3.79
6.30
6.88
6.91
7.03
7.39
6.93
6.40
7.28
7.13
8.13
6.93
8.30
7.05
7.10
6.23
7.01
7.48

SCA
Within (B)
Inter-group (B)
Inter-group (A)
Within (A)
Within (B)
Inter-group (B)
Within (B)
Inter-group (B)
Inter-group (A)
Within (A)
Within (B)
Inter-group (B)
Inter-group (A)
Within (A)
Within (B)
Inter-group (B)
Within (B)
Inter-group (B)
Within (B)
Inter-group (B)
Within (B)
Inter-group (B)
Inter-group (A)
Within (A)
Within (B)
Inter-group (B)
Inter-group (A)
Within (A)
Within (B)
Inter-group (B)
Inter-group (A)
Within (A)
Inter-group (A)
Within (A)
Inter-group (A)
Within (A)
Inter-group (A)
Within (A)
Inter-group (A)
Within (A)
Within (B)
Inter-group (B)

SCA and hybrid
mean
unknown
unknown
unknown
unknown
Within (B)
Inter-group (B)
unknown
unknown
Inter-group (A)
Within (A)
Within (B)
Inter-group (B)
Inter-group (A)
Within (A)
Within (B)
Inter-group (B)
Within (B)
Inter-group (B)
Within (B)
Inter-group (B)
Within (B)
Inter-group (B)
Inter-group (A)
Within (A)
unknown
unknown
Inter-group (A)
Within (A)
Within (B)
Inter-group (B)
Inter-group (A)
Within (A)
Inter-group (A)
Within (A)
Inter-group (A)
Within (A)
Inter-group (A)
Within (A)
Inter-group (A)
Within (A)
Within (B)
Inter-group (B)

Hybrid index

HSGCA

PYA

Within (B)
Inter-group (B)
unknown (AB)
unknown (AB)
Within (B)
Inter-group (B)
Within (B)
Inter-group (B)
Within (B)
Inter-group (B)
Within (B)
Inter-group (B)
Within (B)
Inter-group (B)
unknown
unknown
Within (B)
Inter-group (B)
Within (B)
Inter-group (B)
Within (B)
Inter-group (B)
Within (B)
Inter-group (B)
Within (B)
Inter-group (B)
Within (B)
Inter-group (B)
Within (B)
Inter-group (B)
Within (B)
Inter-group (B)
Within (B)
Inter-group (B)
Within (B)
Inter-group (B)
Within (B)
Inter-group (B)
Within (B)
Inter-group (B)
Within (B)
Inter-group (B)

unknown (AB)
unknown (AB)
unknown (AB)
unknown (AB)
Within (B)
Inter-group (B)
unknown (AB)
unknown (AB)
unknown
unknown
unknown
unknown
unknown
unknown
unknown
unknown
unknown
unknown
Within (B)
Inter-group (B)
Within (B)
Inter-group (B)
Inter-group (A)
Within (A)
unknown (AB)
unknown (AB)
Inter-group (A)
Within (A)
unknown
unknown
Inter-group (A)
Within (A)
unknown
unknown
Inter-group (A)
Within (A)
Inter-group (A)
Within (A)
Inter-group (A)
Within (A)
unknown
unknown

78.5
59.6
30.3
55.7
5.4
13.7
22.7
6.4
5.7
16.6
25.3
1.1
66.2
-0.4
5.1
8.3
13.8
17.3
17.7
14
6.7
22.4
-0.4
78.5

Letters in bracket indicates the heterotic group of the new lines in different heterotic grouping methods under this study. T1 and T2 are
heterotic group of B and A, respectively which are grouped before this study. PYA= Percent grain yield advantage of hybrids form inter
group over within-group parents.
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-0.04) (Table 4) and T1 which is grouped under the
opposite side of the line (L14) based on the three
grouping methods had negative GCA effect with value of
0.15. However, T2 had positive GCA effect with the value
of 0.15. Hence, the inferior performance of the hybrid
(L14 x T1) developed from the within-grouped parents
might be due to the negative GCA effect, which showed
both the line and tester found in different heterotic group.
This result suggested that, to obtain high heterosis,
combining germplasms from different heterotic groups
might not guarantee that it will yield a high performance.
Therefore, breeders should be careful while choosing
germplasms and making crosses. Based on this, the
breeders need to see the GCA effect of each germplasm
in addition to their heterotic group while developing
hybrids, OPV and other maize varieties. Annor et al.
(2020) also suggested that to get the maximum heterosis,
the breeding program should use inbred lines with
significant positive GCA effects for grain yield; and should
be classified into opposing heterotic groups by using the
HSGCA method for hybrid or synthetic variety
development. There was also a cross formed from withingroup parents that had relative nearest performance with
a cross formed from inter-group parents. For example,
L8xT1 and L12xT2, which were the hybrids developed
from the parents found under the within-group category.
These two lines (L8 and L12) were grouped under the
tester group (within) based on two heterotic grouping
methods (SCA and joint SCA and hybrid mean) for both
lines. L12 was grouped within the group of “HGA” by the
HSGCA method; but line (L8) was unknown based on the
other two methods (Hybrid index and HSGCA). The L12
group assignment was unknown by the hybrid index
method. This hybrid (L8xT1) from within-grouped parents
showed relative inferior yield less by 6.4% compared with
grain yield obtained from the other hybrid (L8 x T2)
developed from the same female parent, which is
crossed with the other tester found in the other heterotic
group (Table 6). The L12xT2 cross had lower mean grain
yield by 1.1% developed from within-grouped parents
compared with the cross (L12 x T1) developed using
inter-grouped parents. The relative smaller difference of
the cross performance from hybrids developed using
inter-grouped parents (L12 x T1) compared to the hybrid
(L12 x T2) formed using within grouped parents might be
due to the negative GCA effect of tester (T1). It may be
that the higher grain yield obtained from L8 crossed with
both testers in different groups was due to the highest
GCA effect (2.43) showed by the new line (L8) compared
with other new lines and testers tested under this study
(Table 4). This indicates that, there is the possibility to
obtain higher grain yield from crosses formed using within
grouped materials. Similarly, Fan et al. (2009) reported
the existence of the chance to obtain crosses with high
grain yield from within grouped maize in bred lines. On
the other hand, this result tells us researchers should see
the other way to use these materials for OPV varieties

development because development of OPV is also the
other good option to exploit germplasm in a different way.
This is because OPVs are also helpful for the final users
in reducing the seed cost that would incur if hybrid seed
was purchased.
From 21 crosses developed from inter-grouped
parents, 12 of them were obtained from 12 lines each
crossed with T2. From these 12 crosses, seven of them
were developed from lines and tester (T2) which had
positive GCA effect; whereas, the remaining five crosses
were from five lines with negative GCA effect with T2.
From the other 21 crosses developed from inter-grouped
parents, nine of them were developed from nine lines
each crossed with tester 1 (T1). From nine crosses
developed from lines with T1, four lines had negative
GCA effect and the other five crosses were from lines
with positive GCA effect crossed with T1, which had
negative GCA.
The highest mean performance of hybrids (51.2%) was
obtained from inter-grouped parents over the hybrids
from within-grouped parents, which were developed from
the female parents (lines) with negative GCA effect
crossed with male (tester with positive GCA effect) (Table
7). The second higher value (20.4%) was obtained from
the hybrids developed from female and male parents
both with negative GCA effect. Even if the percent mean
grain yield advantage obtained from lines which had
positive, the GCA effect crossed with tester with positive
GCA effect was the lowest (9%) (Table 7), the mean
performance of the hybrids was higher while considering
individual hybrids for grain yield (Table 6). This might be
due to the relative higher GCA effect in magnitude from
the female parent side in addition to its GCA effect to the
positive side.
Regarding the direct grain yield comparison considering
only the hybrids formed from the inter-grouped parents,
or excluding the 21 hybrids developed using withingrouped parents, six hybrids formed from six lines which
had positive GCA effect crossed with the tester (T2) with
positive GCA having mean grain yield of 8.0 t/ha. The
other set of six hybrids developed from six lines with
positive GCA, each crossed with a tester (T1) with
negative GCA, also had 8.0 t/ha performance. The other
five hybrids generated by crossing five lines, which
showed negative GCA effect and tester (T2) with positive
GCA effect, had a mean value of 6.9 t/ha for GY. The
other set of four hybrids formed from lines, which had a
negative GCA effect crossed with tester (T1) with
negative GCA, had the mean GY value of 6.8 t/ha. This
direct mean GY performance comparison results of
hybrids, formed from inter-grouped parents, showed that
to get hybrids with good performance for grain yield,
either both male and female parents of the hybrid should
have positive significant GCA effect or at least the female
parent should be with positive GCA effect. In addition, to
realize this result, the basic criterion of both parents
should come from different heterotic pool. Because as we
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Table 7. The percent mean performance of hybrids calculated from the percent mean advantage of the hybrids developed from inter
grouped parents over the hybrid developed from within-grouped parents considering the GCA effect and direct mean of the hybrid
formed from inter-grouped parents without considering the hybrids of the within-grouped parents for grain yield.

Crosses formed from inter-grouped parents grouped based on GCA effect of
parents involved in cross formation
Lines (6) x Tester (T2) both with positive GCA effect
Lines (5) x Tester (T2) with negative x positive GCA effect
Lines (6) x Tester (T1) with positive x negative GCA effect
Lines (4) x Tester (T1) both with negative GCA effect

Direct mean
GY (t/ha)
8.0
6.9
8.0
6.8

Mean GY
Performance (%)
9.0
51.2
13.0
20.4

The direction of GCA effect is mentioned in line and tester respective order. The number in bracket indicates the number of lines crossed with
tester to form the single crosses.

see the hybrids formed from six lines with positive GCA
and one tester with positive GCA showed equal GY
(8.0t/ha), compared with the other set of six hybrids
developed from lines which had positive GCA effect
crossed with the other one tester with negative GCA
effect (Table 7). Similarly, Annor et al. (2020) also
suggested that, to get the hybrids or OPV with high
heterosis for grain yield, the breeding program should
use inbred lines, which had significant positive GCA
effect; and the lines should be classified under an
opposing heterotic group. This conclusion is supported by
the lower mean GY performance obtained from hybrids
developed from female parents, which had negative GCA
effect when crossed with male parents with negative and
positive GCA effects (Table 7).

The results indicate that, to get the high grain yield from
hybrids or any other kinds of varieties, considering the
GCA effect for each germplasm has a significant role in
addition to their heterotic group. The direct mean GY
performance comparison for hybrids developed from
inter-grouped parents showed that, to get hybrids with
good performance, either both male and female parents
of the hybrid should have positive GCA; or at least the
female parent should be with positive GCA effect in
addition to fulfilling the basic criterion of both parents
coming from a different heterotic pool, mostly.
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